Experimental and numerical estimations into the force distribution on an occlusal surface utilizing a flexible force sensor array.
This study presents a novel flexible force sensor array for measuring the distribution of the force distribution over the first molar. The developed force sensor array is composed of a flexible polyimide electrode and barium-titanate-based multilayer ceramic capacitors (MLCCs). The piezoelectric and material properties of industrial-grade MLCCs are ideal for measuring large-force loadings. The sensors are cheap and easy to integrate with automated manufacturing processes. Prior to experimental measurements, the force responses for the MLCC sensor cells were systematically measured and evaluated, confirming their high fracture strength and good sensing properties. Finite element (FE) simulations were used to calculate the force distribution over the tooth crown from the measurement results of the 3×3 force sensor array. Results indicate that the sensor has great sensitivity and linearity under a high-speed cycle loading of 500 N/s conducted to simulate normal chewing. The total force measured using the developed sensor array within the artificial tooth had an error of less than 5%. In addition, the force distributions over the molar crown obtained using a numerical method of FE analysis agree well with those obtained from experiments. The developed flexible force sensor array thus has potential for in-situ bite force measurements that are low-cost and reliable.